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Prefusion-specific antibody-
derived peptides trivalently
presented on DNA-
nanoscaffolds as an innovative
strategy against RSV entry
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Human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is the primary cause of acute lower

respiratory tract infections in children and the elderly worldwide, for which

neither a vaccine nor an effective therapy is approved. The entry of RSV into the

host cell is mediated by stepwise structural changes in the surface RSV fusion

(RSV-F) glycoprotein. Recent progress in structural and functional studies of

RSV-F glycoprotein revealed conformation-dependent neutralizing epitopes

which have become attractive targets for vaccine and therapeutic

development. As RSV-F is present on viral surface in a trimeric form, a

trivalent binding interaction between a candidate fusion inhibitor and the

respective epitopes on each of the three monomers is expected to prevent

viral infection at higher potency than a monovalent or bivalent inhibitor. Here

we demonstrate a novel RSV entry inhibitory approach by implementing a

trimeric DNA nanostructure as a template to display up to three linear peptide

moieties that simultaneously target an epitope on the surface of the prefusion

RSV-F protein. In order to design synthetic binding peptides that can be

coupled to the DNA nanostructure, the prefusion RSV-F-specific monoclonal

antibody (D25) was selected. Complementarity-determining region 3 (CDR3)

derived peptides underwent truncation and alanine-scanning mutagenesis

analysis, followed by systematic sequence modifications using non-canonical

amino acids. The most effective peptide candidate was used as a binding

moiety to functionalize the DNA nanostructure. The designed DNA-peptide

construct was able to block RSV infection on cells more efficiently than the

monomeric peptides, however a more moderate reduction of viral load was

observed in the lungs of infected mice upon intranasal application, likely due to

dissociation or absorption of the underlying DNA structure by cells in the lungs.
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Taken together, our results point towards the inhibitory potential of a novel

trimeric DNA-peptide based approach against RSV and open the possibility to

apply this platform to target other viral infections.
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1 Introduction

Human respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a viral pathogen

that circulates seasonally in the human population and is

transmitted by aerosols, direct contact with an infected person

or contaminated surfaces (1). Despite most people receiving

multiple exposures, RSV infection induces poor long-term

protective immunity, leading to common recurrent infections.

While the course of infection with RSV in healthy patients is

usually limited to mild upper respiratory tract infections, it can

progress to complicated lower respiratory tract infections and

pneumonia in high-risk populations, including infants,

immunocompromised patients, and the elderly (2–4). Among

children under five years old, RSV is the leading respiratory

pathogen requiring hospital admission (5). Worldwide,

hospitalizations due to RSV infection are estimated at 3.2

million cases, causing up to 118,000 deaths annually (6).

However, the accurate assessment of RSV burden is

challenging since most of the cases occur in developing

countries (7). Since the first isolation and description of RSV

in 1955, neither a vaccine, nor an effective antiviral therapy

against RSV have been approved (8, 9). All attempts for the

development of safe and effective vaccines against RSV failed

either at preclinical or clinical stages. Current prophylactic

options are limited to the humanized monoclonal antibody

palivizumab, which targets the fusion glycoprotein (RSV-F) on

viral surface and prevents infection at its early stage. Prophylaxis

with pal iv izumab requires monthly intramuscular

administrations of 15 mg per kg body weight (mg/kg) via

injection in RSV-infection season. Due to its high cost, its use

is limited to high risk infants, although its efficacy is still

debatable (10–14).

RSV belongs to the family Pneumoviridae and is a non-

segmented negative-strand RNA virus. The trimeric RSV-F

protein is the major surface antigen that mediates RSV entry

into host cells and is the prime target for antiviral interventions

against RSV infection (15–17). Similar to other class I fusion

proteins, RSV-F is present on the surface of infectious viral

particles in a metastable pre-fusion conformation containing a

hydrophobic fusion peptide, which is inserted into the host cell

membrane during the fusion process (18). This triggers the
02
formation of the stable six-helix bundle hairpin-like structure,

which brings viral and cell membranes into close proximity

leading to membrane fusion and viral entry (19). Following the

irreversible structural rearrangements, RSV-F adopts a stable

inactive postfusion conformation. Progress in understanding the

structural functionality and resulting strategies for the

stabilization of RSV-F protein in its prefusion state allowed

the characterization of this metastable conformation and

revealed new, neutralization-sensitive epitopes present

exclusively on the prefusion RSV-F that are targets for potent

neutralizing antibodies (20, 21). Since then, numerous

antibodies and inhibitors targeting prefusion RSV-F, which

prevent the conformational changes required for RSV entry

have been identified (20, 22, 23). One of them is the human

antibody D25, which is directed against the prefusion-specific

antigenic site Ø and neutralizes RSV infection with higher

potency than palivizumab. The D25 antibody passed the

preclinical tests and its optimized variant (MEDI8897) has

already shown promising results in phase II clinical trial (24, 25).

Many viral and cellular proteins are often present in a

multimeric form with several recognition sites. Thus, viruses

including RSV exploit the principle of multivalence to enter the

host cell via cooperative binding between multiple target ligands

and geometrically complementary viral surface glycoproteins. In

a similar multivalent manner, antibodies bind to viral targets

with their two variable domains, leading to blockage of their

function (26–28). This principle has also been exploited to

design synthetic, multivalent nanoscaffolds for an enhancing

efficacy in biological and biomedical applications (29), including

many approaches specifically geared towards the inhibition of

viral infections (30, 31). In the same line of thought,

biomolecules have been presented multivalently in rationally-

designed arrangements on synthetic scaffolds consisting of

DNA-based nanostructures to form functionalized constructs,

which improved the potency of single bioactive ligands toward

their targets (32–36). For an oncological application, peptide

mimics of the natural ephrin1 ligand of the dimeric Ephrin-A2

(EphA2) receptor that is overexpressed in tumors were linked to

DNA nanostructures, which activated EphA2-mediated

downstream pathways in cancer cells more efficiently than

single peptides (37). In the context of proteins on the surface
frontiersin.org
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of viruses, conjugation of small ligands targeting the trimeric

hemagglutinin protein onto branched DNA nanostructures has

enabled templated, multivalent interactions. In several

approaches, the multivalent presentation of sialic acid, the

natural targeted ligand for hemagglutinin, on DNA

nanostructures has led to increased affinity when compared to

single ligands (38–41). Recent studies have also extended this

approach to short, synthetic peptides, derived from the

complementarity determining region (CDR) of a monoclonal

antibody against influenza A hemagglutinin protein, leading to a

significantly enhanced inhibition of hemagglutination in

comparison to the monomeric peptides (42) and can be

integrated into analytical systems for testing peptide-based

virus-binding ligands (43).

In both a specialized ELISA-based assay and a quantitative

method based on oscillating lever arms to assess binding

kinetics, it was demonstrated that the geometrically

complementary, trivalent presentation of fusion-inhibiting

peptides significantly enhances their binding to the trimeric

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, compared to the monovalent

presentation of peptides (44).

The multivalent presentation of dengue-inhibiting aptamers

on a more complex DNA nanostructure has also been shown to

enhance in vitro inhibition, however with a slightly different

approach of simultaneously targeting multiple ED3 protein

clusters over the virus surface, each with single ligands, rather

than exploiting the multimeric structure of ED3 itself (34).

Another approach used large, icosahedral shells, ranging from

several tens to hundreds of megadaltons in size, based on DNA

origami structures functionalized with virus-binding antibodies

to encase whole hepatitis and adeno-associated viruses (45). In

the presented study we adapted the same approach as described

above for influenza to address RSV infection, with small, DNA-

peptide conjugates. For this purpose, we targeted the trimeric

RSV-F protein by trimeric DNA nanostructures functionalized

with three antigen-binding peptide fragments capable of

cooperatively blocking all three subunits of RSV-F. For

designing peptide binding moieties, we chose the CDR3

sequence of D25 antibody as a starting point. By functional

screening of different sequence regions and subsequent

optimizations, we identified the most potent peptide candidate

with in vitro and in vivo activity against RSV. The designed

trimeric peptide-DNA-scaffold was evaluated as a novel

inhibitor of RSV entry.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Computational analysis

The crystal structure of D25 Antibody in complex with RSV-

F protein (PDB ID: 4JHW) was loaded from the RCSB Protein

Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/) and prepared for analysis,
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using MOE 2016.08_02 (46). The overall structure is depicted

in Figure 1A. Subsequently, a contact analysis was performed,

focusing on a maximum sequence of consecutive amino acids

(linear) and smallest possible gaps. The results were visualized

and manually scored. The essential structural region, from which

a main motif was derived, that subsequently served as the basis

for following mutation, deletion and permutation experiments,

is shown in Figures 1B, C.
2.2 Peptide synthesis

The investigated peptides were either synthesized by standard

Fmoc-solid phase peptide synthesis or purchased from Peptide

Specialty Laboratories (Heidelberg, Germany). Fmoc-SPPS was

performed on a Tetras peptide synthesizer (Advanced ChemTech,

Louisville, USA) at 60-mmol scale as C-terminal amides on Rink

amide resin (Iris Biotech) using standard Fmoc/tBu-protected

amino acids (Iris Biotech). Coupling was performed using

O-(benzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N′ ,N′-tetramethyluronium

tetrafluoroborate (TBTU) and N-methylmorpholine (NMM).

Fmoc-deprotection was carried out using 20% piperidine in

DMF. Final cleavage and deprotection of the peptides was

performed using TFA:DOTA (or EDT):H2O:TIS (30:2:2:1 v/v).

After precipitation with cold diethylether, the peptides were

purified by preparative RP-HPLC (Phenomenex Luna C18 (2)

column, eluents: water and acetonitrile containing 0.04% TFA).

Peptide purity was confirmed > 95% as evaluated by HPLC.

Identity of the peptides was confirmed by ESI-MS. The peptides

were dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and subsequently

diluted in phosphate-buffered saline or cell culture medium for

the experiments.
2.3 Cells and virus culture

HEp-2 (human epithelial type-2) cells were obtained from

ATCC and cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium

(DMEM, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) supplemented

with 10% (v/v) heat inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS) and 100

U/ml Penicillin with 100 µg/ml Streptomycin (Pen/Strep)

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) at 37°C in 5%

CO2 incubator.

RSV laboratory strain A long (VR-26, ATCC) and rgRSV

(Recombinant RSV strain A2 expressing green fluorescent

protein (GFP), kindly provided by M.E. Peeples) were

propagated in HEp-2 cells. Cells were infected with a

multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.1 focus forming unit

(FFU)/cell and incubated for 2-3 days at 37°C and 5% CO2

until cytopathic effects were observed. The virus was purified

from cell culture supernatant by ultracentrifugation in a

SureSpin 630 (Thermo scientific) swing-out rotor at 10,600

rpm (21,000 xg) through a 20% (w/v) sucrose cushion in PBS
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for 3 h at 4°C. After centrifugation, the supernatant was

discarded and the pelleted virus was resuspended in 10%

sucrose in PBS and stored at -80°C.

RSV stocks were titered by infecting monolayers of HEp-2

cells with serial dilutions of the virus in a 96-well microtiter

plate. Infected cells were incubated for 48 h at 37°C. Titers of

rgRSV and RSV-Long were analyzed either by fluorescent

microscopy or immunocytochemical staining using anti-RSV

antibody (AB1128; Sigma-Aldrich), respectively (47, 48).
2.4 DNA-peptide trimer synthesis
and purification

Partially complementary strands (Table 1) were purchased

with 5′ end amino-group (Biomers.net, Germany), delivered in

dry and HPLC-purified form and were resuspended in water.
Frontiers in Virology 04
Amino-modified ssDNA strands were incubated with a 100-

fold molar excess of DBCO-PEG4-NHS ester (Jena Bioscience,

Jena, Germany) in 1x PBS pH 7.4 at room temperature (RT)

overnight. The next day, DNA trimers were purified from

unconjugated DBCO-NHS esters by ethanol precipitation and

resuspended in DMSO. DNA strands were mixed in equimolar

amounts (25 µM each) to guarantee for optimal stoichiometry

and thus high yields. To assemble DNA structures, the mixture

of DNA strands was heated to 95°C for 2 min, hybridized at 48°C

for 15 min and cooled down to 4°C. For trimers carrying no

peptides, amino-modified DNA strands were replaced by three

unmodified strands.

In case of 30 bp dsDNA construct, DNA was heated to 95°C

for 2 min and then cooled down to 4°C. Folded DNA trimers or

dsDNA constructs were functionalized with peptides by

incubating them with a 20-fold molar excess of azide-

containing Pep30 [Chg][Cpa]VSTT[Tyr3,5-I2]LPHYFDN-
TABLE 1 Oligonucleotide sequences of DNA constructs.

Name ssDNA DNA sequence 5′!3′

30 bp construct forward ATAATCTTGGATACGATATCACCATACGTC

reverse GACGTATGGTGATATCGTATCCAAGATTAT

DNA trimer ab ACTATCTTTGGTCTATTATCTTGAGTCATC

b*c GATGACTCAAGATAAACACACACACAACTA

c*a* TAGTTGTGTGTGTGTTAGACCAAAGATAGT
Complementary segments are denoted with a star, i.e. “a” as part of strand “ab” is complementary to “a*” in strand “c*a*”.
A B

C

FIGURE 1

(A) Overall structure from PDB ID: 4JHW. Surface colors of D25 antigen-binding fragment heavy chain, in dark green + CDR H3 in red. D25 light
chain in light green and fusion glycoprotein F in gray.; (B) Magnification on interaction sites between D25-antibody and fusion protein, which is
additionally displayed with a grayish, transparent surface. Spheres embody possible interaction points between residues of the antibody and the
antigen. More specifically, red spheres describe possible H-bonds and purple spheres describe possible ionic interactions, between the residues
of CDR H3 loop and the fusion protein. The color scheme corresponds to that in A, meaning, CDR H3 is colored in red, whereas the remaining
areas of the antibody are shown in light and dark green. The fusion glycoprotein F is colored in gray (C) illustrates the section of the
corresponding sequence with the CDR H3 part, also in red. Amino acids with obvious interactions are highlighted in blue.
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azidolysin (purchased from Peptide Specialty Laboratories,

Heidelberg, Germany). The reaction was left to incubate for

73 h at RT. Unconjugated Pep30 was removed via ethanol

precipitation of functionalized DNA-structures. To guarantee

an efficient removal of free Pep30, the DNA trimer control

(consisting of unmodified strands) was also incubated with

Pep30 and purified via ethanol precipitation. Native

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) was used to

analyze folding and functionalization.
2.5 ELISA

Nunc-Immuno 96 well MicroWell™ MaxiSorp™ plates

were coated with 500 ng/well NeutrAvidin™ in coating buffer

(0.1 M NaHCO3, pH 8.0) overnight at 4°C. The plates were

washed three times with PBS-T (1x PBS, 10 mMMgCl2, 0.1% (v/

v) Tween20, pH 7.4) and 46 nM Biotin- and peptide-carrying 30

bp dsDNA structures or appropriate controls (buffer only, 30bp

dsDNA) in PBS-T were applied for 1 h at RT. Next, plates were

washed three times with PBS-T and then active RSV-Long was

applied for 1 h at RT. The wells were washed with blocking

buffer (1x PBS, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20, 1% (v/v)

BSA, pH 7.4) and polyclonal HRP conjugated RSV antibody

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) was added to the wells at a

dilution of 1:500 in blocking buffer for 1 h at RT. This was

followed by washing with blocking buffer. For the detection,

TMB substrate (Biozol, Germany) was added and the reaction

was stopped by the addition of 1M H2SO4 at 50 µl/well. The

absorbance was measured at 450 nm and 520 nm reference

wavelength using microplate reader Tecan Infinite M1000

(Tecan, Switzerland).
2.6 Antiviral activity assay

15,000 HEp-2 cells were plated into each well of a 96-well

microtiter plate in a total volume of 200 ml DMEM

supplemented with 10% FCS and Pen/Strep and incubated

overnight at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. Cells were washed

with PBS and the medium was replaced with 150 ml DMEM

supplemented with 1% FCS and Pen/Strep. Peptides or peptide-

DNA trimers dissolved in DMSO were diluted in FCS-free

medium, mixed with rgRSV at 150 FFU/well and incubated

for 10 min at 37°C. After incubation, virus-peptide mixtures

were applied on cell monolayers in triplicates and incubated for

48 h at 37°C in a 5% CO2 incubator. RSV infection was

quantified by counting green fluorescent infected cells using

the AID EliSpot reader (AID Diagnostika, Strassberg, Germany).

The percentage of infected cells was normalized to the

corresponding vehicle-treated control. The 50% inhibitory

concentrations (IC50) and Hill slopes were determined using

the nonlinear regression analysis of the dose-response curves
Frontiers in Virology 05
(log(inhibitor) vs response-variable slope) in GraphPad

Prism 6.0.7.
2.7 Cell viability assay

Effects of peptides and peptide-DNA trimer on cell viability

were tested using CellTiter-Glo Luminescent Cell Viability

Assay (Promega) following manufacturer’s instructions.

Briefly, HEp-2 cells were seeded at 15,000 cells/well in a 96-

well microtiter plate. Next day, compounds and vehicle controls

were applied to cell monolayers at different concentrations in

triplicates. 48 h post treatment, cell culture supernatants were

removed, CellTiter-Glo reagent diluted 1:1 with PBS was applied

on cells and incubated for 10 min in the dark at RT to allow cell

lysis and the release of ATP. Luminescence signals in

supernatants were measured for 0.1 s using Berthold Centro

XS3 luminometer. Values were normalized to sham-treated cells.
2.8 Antiviral activity analysis in mice

Female BALB/c mice were purchased from Charles River

(Germany) at eight weeks of age and maintained in a specific

pathogen-free environment in isolated ventilated cages. All

animal experiments were carried out in accordance with the

EU Directive 2010/63/EU for animal experiments and were

approved by local authorities. For the simultaneous treatment,

mice received under isoflurane anesthesia a mixture of either

Pep30, DNA-Pep30 trimeric construct either mixed with 104

FFU of purified RSV (the Long strain) in 50 µl total volume via

intranasal route. The control group was infected intranasally

with 104 FFU of RSV mixed with vehicle solution in 50 µl total

volume (49).

In another experiments, mice were pretreated intranasally

with 50 nmol in 50 µl of Pep30 at 10 min before infection with

104 FFU of RSV and then treated daily for four days post-

infection. In both experiments, mice lungs were isolated at day

five post-infection and homogenized in gentleMACS™MTubes

(Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) containing 2 ml of ice-cold PBS

using gentleMACS Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany).

Homogenized tissues were cleared of cell debris by

centrifugation at 2,000 xg and 4°C for 5 min and the

supernatants were collected for viral RNA isolation.
2.9 Viral RNA extraction and RT-qPCR

Viral RNA was isolated from 140 µl of lung homogenate

supernatants using QIAamp-Viral-RNA-Mini Kit (Qiagen,

Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 5 µl of

isolated RNA were reverse transcribed and analyzed with the

QuantiTect probe RT-PCR kit (Qiagen, Germany) using RSV
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forward primer (5’-AGATCAACTTCTGTCATCCAGCAA-3’),

RSV reverse primer (5’-GCACATCATAATTAGGAGTATCA

AT-3’) and SYBR Green as described previously (47). 10-fold

dilutions of synthetic RSV-RNA of T7-transcripts were used as

standards for the quantification of viral genome copy numbers

in mouse samples.
2.10 Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism

6.0.7 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Data were

checked for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Data of viral

loads in mouse lungs were non-normally distributed and thus

analyzed with a Mann-Whitney-U-test. Level of significance is

indicated with ** = p < 0.01.
3 Results

3.1 Design of RSV-binding peptide
moieties

3.1.1 Structure-activity relationship analysis of
CDR-derived peptide inhibitors

By analyzing the published crystal structure of the prefusion

RSV-F protein in a complex with the D25 antibody (Figure 1),
Frontiers in Virology 06
we selected a motif in the heavy chain of CDR3 of the D25

antibody (ETALVVSTTYLPHYFDN) that binds to a linear

epitope on the prefusion conformation of RSV-F as a starting

point for further analysis. First, we analyzed truncated CDRH3-

derived peptides generated by gradual single amino acid

deletions either at the N-terminal or the C-terminal end.

Truncations of positions 1-3 at the N-terminus resulted in a

gradual increase in the antiviral activity measured in an in vitro

infection assay (Figure 2A). However, the removal of the four

terminal amino acids at the N-end leads to a complete loss of

antiviral activity. These results indicate that the exposure of

leucine at the N-terminus end has a positive influence on the

overall activity of the peptide. A peptide lacking the terminal

amino acid at the C-end still retains its antiviral activity.

However, any further deletions of amino acids from the C-

terminus lead to activity loss. Therefore, we focused in this study

on the 14-mer peptide (LVVSTTYLPHYFDN) comprising three

amino acids deletions at the N-terminal. In the next step, we

performed an alanine scanning analysis of the selected peptide

(Figure 2B). For that, each of the 14 amino acid positions

covering the whole peptide sequence was individually

exchanged by alanine, and the resulting single amino acid

mutated peptides were screened for antiviral activity against

RSV in an infection assay. The substitution of the amino acids by

alanine at seven positions (1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, and 13) led to more

than 50% loss in the activity of the parent peptide at the tested

concentration of 40 µM, indicating that the residues at these
A B

FIGURE 2

Antiviral activity of truncated and alanine mutated peptides. (A) Peptide derived from the CDR3 region of D25 antibody was truncated from C-
and N-terminus and the antiviral activities of the truncated peptides were compared in RSV inhibition assay. (B) Truncated peptide with the
highest antiviral activity underwent alanine-scanning mutagenesis and the mutated peptides were tested in RSV inhibition assay. For the test of
the antiviral activity in A and B, 20 µM of peptides were mixed with 150 FFU of rgRSV and the mixtures were applied to HEp-2 cell monolayers
that were seeded the previous day. As a control, cells received virus and treatment with vehicle (DMSO in PBS). Infected cells were analyzed at 2
dpi using fluorescence EliSpot reader and presented as % of FFU numbers in treated/sham-treated samples. Shown are mean values of two
independent experiments, each in triplicates ± SD.
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positions are essential for the activity, while alanine mutation at

the remaining seven positions did not alter its antiviral effect.

3.1.2 Sequence modifications of the parent
peptide

Four amino acid positions in the lead peptide (1, 2, 3 and 7)

that are critical for its antiviral activity according to the results of

the alanine-scan analysis were selected to introduce

modifications into the peptide sequence. The aim of these

modifications was the replacement of the original amino acids

at the active positions with structurally similar non-canonical

amino acid analogs to increase the stability towards proteases

while retaining antiviral activity (50–53).

In the first round of modifications, single amino acids at one

of the selected positions (1, 2, 3 and 7) were subjected to

exchanges with their analogs (Table 2). The non-canonical

amino acids share structure similarity with their natural

analogs, but differ in some structural properties. The tyrosine

at position 7 was modified by increasing alkyl chain length

(homo tyrosine), incorporation of one or two iodines into the

aromatic ring (iodo-tyrosine), nitration or methylation of the

phenolic hydroxyl group.

The replacements of the structurally similar valine and

leucine located at first three positions of the parent peptide

were analogs with modifications in the hydrophobic side chain.

This included cyclic amino acid derivates (cyclo-leucin),

unbranched carbons in the side chain (Abu and Norleucin) or

different alkyl chain branching (Ile).

The antiviral activities of mutant peptides carrying single

non-canonical amino acid analogs of valine, leucine or tyrosine

were compared in an in vitro assay (Figure 3A). All seven

analyzed substitutions of the leucine at the first position led to

reduction of the antiviral activity compared to the wild-type

peptide. Exchanging the valine at the second and third position

with its non-canonical amino acid analogs resulted in varying

antiviral activities of the mutant peptides. The most potent

peptides showing antiviral activity were those carrying instead

of valine either cyclopropylalanine (Cpa) at the second position

(Pep10) or cyclohexylglycine (Chg) at the third position (Pep20)

with 67.3% and 87.7% inhibition of viral infection at the tested

concentration of 10 µM, respectively. Mutations of the tyrosine

residue at the seventh position with analogs carrying iodine

atom were the most effective in enhancing viral inhibition in

comparison to the methylated, nitrated or homo tyrosine,

with the diiodotyrosine (Tyr3,5-I2) being superior to

the monoiodotyrosine.

Next, peptides with different multiple combinations of non-

canonical amino acid mutations at two, three or four positions

were synthesized. For that, mutations were chosen that displayed

potent activity in the first screening (Figure 3B). Among the

peptides with multiple replacement with non-canonical amino

acids, Pep30 with the sequence of [Chg][Cpa]VSTT[Tyr3,5-I2]

LPHYFDN exerted the highest antiviral activity and was thus
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selected for further studies. This peptide inhibited RSV infection

on HEp-2 cells in a dose-dependent manner with an inhibitory

concentration of 50% (IC50) of 5.8 µM (Figure 4A) and showed

no detectable cytotoxic effects up to 160 µM (Figure 4D).

To elucidate the prophylactic potential of the peptide

candidate against RSV, HEp-2 cells were pretreated with the

peptide at different time points up to 24 h before infection, and

infection rates were compared. The inhibitory effect remained at

similar level at all investigated pretreatment time points (0-24 h

before infection) and peptide concentrations (10-80 µM). At 80

µM of Pep30 the inhibition was between 86-92%, while 10 µM of

Pep30 resulted in 65-71% inhibition of infection (Figure 4B).

No change in antiviral activity was observed when cells were

preincubated with the peptide for 1 hour and then washed

before infection to remove the peptide, indicating uptake of

the peptide by cells or peptide interaction with the cell

membrane (Figure 4C).
3.2 Trivalent peptide-DNA conjugate as
RSV inhibitor

Next, we sought to enhance the antiviral activity of the

selected peptide candidate (Pep30) by coupling it to DNA

nanostructures to form trivalent binding inhibitors. In order to

determine whether tethering the peptide to a bulky scaffold

eliminated its ability to bind RSV-F, we first constructed a

monovalent DNA-peptide structure consisting of linear,

double stranded 30 base-pair (30bp) DNA (dsDNA)

conjugated to one molecule of Pep30 using NHS ester and

copper-free click reaction. To analyze the binding of this

initial monovalent construct to active RSV, we performed an

ELISA. Avidin-coated ELISA plates were treated with the biotin-

labeled 30bp dsDNA carrying Pep30. After applying active RSV

and quantifying the amount of captured virus using anti-RSV

antibody, we could show that Pep30 coupled to dsDNA is able to

bind active RSV, whereas the signals in samples probed with a

negative control of non-conjugated dsDNA without Pep30

were at the baseline level (9-fold lower than dsDNA-

Pep30) (Figure 5B).

In the next step, we attempted to address the trimeric state of

the RSV-F protein by implementing trivalent DNA-

nanostructures, formed by the hybridization of three DNA

oligonucleotides into a three-armed “Holliday junction” motif,

functionalized by coupling Pep30 via NHS ester and copper-free

click reactions, to produce a trimeric DNA scaffold with three

arms displaying the peptide inhibitors (Figure 5A). The

assembly of the DNA construct and the conjugation of Pep30

were analyzed using native PAGE (Supplementary Figure 1).

Since the band corresponding to Pep30 incubated with

unmodified DNA trimers has the same size as the unmodified

DNA trimers, unspecific binding of Pep30 to DNA can be

excluded. For a successful conjugation of Pep30, DNA was
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TABLE 2 Amino acids and their substitutions examined in this study.

Parent amino acid Amino acid substitution

Nomenclature and abbreviation Structure

Tyr -L-homo-Tyr [hTyr]

-L-homo-Tyr (Me)-OH [hTyrMe]

-3,5-diiodo-Tyr [Tyr3,5-I2]

-3-iod-Tyr [Tyr3-I]

-3-nitro-Tyr [3-NO2]

Val or Leu Isoleucine [Ile]

L-Norleucine-OH [Nle]

cyclopropyl-Ala [Cpa]

cyclo-Leucine [AC5C]

L-2Abu-OH [2Abu]

L-cyclohexyl-Gly-OH [Chg]
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first modified with DBCO-PEG4, which served as a linker

molecule and resulted in an upward shift of the construct size.

The conjugation of Pep30 to the modified DNA led to a further

increase in the molecular weight (Supplementary Figure 1). The

conjugation yields were estimated by analyzing the intensity of

the bands, which showed that approximately 60% of the

conjugated DNA-Pep30 trimers carried three peptides, and a

smaller portion of approximately 40% carried two peptides.

The constructed trimeric DNA-peptide structure was tested

for inhibiting RSV infection on cells, and was shown to be able to

block RSV infection in a concentration-dependent manner with

an IC50 value of 27 nM, demonstrating a 214-fold higher potency

than the uncoupled monomeric peptide Pep30 (IC50 5.8 µM)

(Figures 5C, D). Since the overall activity is higher than 3-fold,

which would correspond to only the additive activities of three

monomeric peptides, these results indicate an enhanced

inhibitory effect on RSV infection achieved through the

trimeric representation of the single peptides on the trivalent

DNA nanostructure. Both Pep30 and DNA-Pep30 exhibited

dose-response curves with similar Hill slopes, approximately
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-2.2 for Pep30 and -2.1 for DNA-Pep30, indicating positive

cooperativity of inhibitor binding.

All tested controls that include the different intermediate

synthesis and modification steps of the DNA nanostructure

before obtaining the final trimeric DNA structure coupled to

Pep30 showed no effect of neutralizing RSV infection on cells,

indicating specific RSV-inhibition attributable to interaction

with DNA-Pep30 construct (Figure 5D).
3.3 In vivo activity of designed inhibitors

We further evaluated the in vivo antiviral effect of Pep30 in

an RSV mouse infection model (Figure 6A). In a proof-of-

concept experiment, we tested a simultaneous intranasal

treatment with RSV infection. For that, Pep30 was mixed at 50

nmol (equivalent to 100 µg) together with 104 FFU of RSV, and

the mixture was immediately applied into the nose of the mice.

The analysis of viral titers in lungs at five days post-infection

(dpi) showed a significant (P=0.0079) reduction of 200-fold in
A

B

FIGURE 3

Antiviral activity of peptides modified with non-canonical amino acids. Amino acids at four functionally essential positions of the native (unmodified)
peptide referred to as wildtype “WT” with a sequence of Ac-LVVSTTYLPHYFDN-NH2 were substituted with their non-canonical amino acid analogs.
The amino acid replacement was done either at one position (A) or multiple positions (B) using different combination of non-canonical amino acids.
The screening of antiviral activity was performed by mixing the peptides either at 20 µM (A) of 10 µM (B) with 150 FFU of rgRSV and applying the
mixture to HEp-2 cell monolayers. Infected cells were analyzed at 2 dpi using fluorescence EliSpot reader and presented as % of FFU numbers in
treated/sham-treated samples. Shown are mean values of two independent experiments, each in triplicates ± SD.
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the lungs of mice treated with Pep30 compared to the sham-

treated control group (Figure 6B). In a second experiment, we

tested the in vivo efficacy in a pre-and post-exposure prophylaxis

treatment schedule . The peptide was administered

prophylactically at 10 minutes before viral inoculation, then

daily for four days post-infection (50 nmol/application). A

statistically significant (P=0.002) 4-fold reduction of viral load

in the lungs of treated mice was observed.

Next, we assessed the inhibitory effects of the DNA-Pep30

trimers against RSV upon intranasal delivery in a similar proof-

of-concept experiment as for the monovalent Pep30 (Figure 6A).

Mice received 6.5 nmol of the DNA-Pep30 trimer mixed with

104 FFU of RSV via the intranasal route. Treatment with DNA-

Pep30 led to only an 11-fold significant (p=0.0022) reduction of

viral RNA load detected in the lungs of infected mice at day five

post-infection in comparison to the infected and sham-treated

control group (Figure 6C). The roughly ten-fold lower

concentration of the DNA-Pep30 trimers compared to the

monovalent peptide Pep30 was due to practical limitations in

the synthesis steps. While these trivalent constructs do lead to a

moderate degree of inhibition, it is noticeably less, per nmol of
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inhibitor construct, than the monovalent peptides, in contrast to

the results obtained in cellular models.
4 Discussion

The recent advances in structural studies of F protein-

mediated RSV entry into host cells emphasize the importance of

targeting conformational epitopes present on the active prefusion

state of RSV-F protein for the development of effective vaccines

and entry inhibitors of RSV infection (54, 55). McLellan et al. were

able to stabilize the soluble version of the prefusion RSV-F trimeric

protein by co-expressing it with a monoclonal antibody (D25) that

exclusively targets this conformation. Solving the crystal structure

of the protein-antibody complex revealed a new antigenic site Ø as

a target epitope of D25 antibody and one of the major

neutralization-sensitive epitopes that impair the conformational

changes required for the fusion process, and thereby offering an

attractive target site for interventions against RSV (20).

With this insight, our strategy to inhibit RSV entry aimed to

capture RSV fusion protein in the prefusion conformation and
A B

DC

FIGURE 4

Evaluation of in vitro antiviral activity of peptide candidate Pep30. (A) In vitro dose-response curve of Pep30. Peptide was mixed with 150 FFU of
rgRSV at indicated concentrations and incubated for 10 min at 37°C before applying on HEp-2 cell monolayers. (B) In vitro antiviral activity of
Pep30 in prophylactic assay. Pep30 was applied on HEp-2 cell monolayers in concentrations of 10-80 µM at indicated time points before
infection with 150 FFU of rgRSV/well. (C) In vitro antiviral activity of Pep30 in cell pretreatment assay. Pep30 was applied on HEp-2 cells at
indicated concentrations for 30 min and the medium was either removed or left on cells before inoculation of 150 FFU of rgRSV/well. GFP-
positive infected cells in A, B and C were quantified at 2 dpi using fluorescence EliSpot reader and normalized to infected and vehicle-treated
controls. Shown are mean values of two independent experiments, each in triplicates ± SD. (D) Analysis of the cytotoxic effects of Pep30 in
indicated concentrations on HEp-2 at 48 h post-treatment using ATP-based cell viability assay. Shown are mean values of two independent
experiments, each in triplicates normalized to vehicle-treated controls ± SD.
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block by that its fusion capacity through the application of

peptide fragments derived from the interacting region of the

aforementioned D25 antibody, as well as the trivalent binding of

DNA-peptide conjugates to the antigenic sites Ø. In the latter

approach, the DNA nanostructure serves as a scaffold to present

three antigen-binding peptides in a geometrically defined

pattern, complementary to the targeted sites on the RSV-F

homotrimer, to simultaneously lock all three protein subunits

in their pre-fusion configuration.

It was previously shown that the variable antigen-binding

fragment (Fab) of the D25 antibody neutralizes RSV with a

similar potency compared to the whole antibody, and the

interaction primarily involves capturing the a4 helix of the

RSV-F1 subunit between the H-CDR3 and the light chain

(20). This encouraged us to analyze short peptides derived

from the H-CDR3 of D25 antibody as RSV inhibitors.

Truncation analysis suggested that a 14 amino acid length

segment of the H-CDR3 plays a functional role in the neutralization

of RSV and the presence of the hydrophobic leucine residue at the

N-terminus is essential for this activity. Alanine replacement

analysis confirmed the importance of this leucine residue together
Frontiers in Virology 11
with further six amino acids at different positions for the peptide

activity, including two hydrophobic residues at the N-terminus,

three hydrophobic residues in the middle part and one negatively

charged aspartic acid residue at the penultimate position. Together,

these results indicate the significance of the hydrophobic regions in

combination with the negative charge for the antiviral effect. We

anticipate that the inhibitor hydrophobicity contributes to the

interactions with exposed hydrophobic sites of RSV-F protein

during the fusion transition, which in turn promotes the binding

of anionic residues to other proximal positively charged regions on

RSV (e.g., heparin-binding sites) (56, 57). By that, negatively

charged residues enhance the overall antiviral activity, even if not

directly contributing to the interaction with the binding site. This

pattern of hydrophobicity combined with a negative charge was

previously reported to contribute to the antiviral activity of entry

inhibitors targeting RSV and other enveloped viruses (58–60).

Generally, CDR-derived peptides might differ at least partially in

their binding pattern from the parent monoclonal antibodies (61).

This is especially applicable to short peptides that are more prone to

aggregation and might display different structural features than the

paratope of the monoclonal antibody.
A

B

D

C

FIGURE 5

Evaluation of in vitro antiviral activity of trimeric peptide-DNA construct against RSV infection. (A) Schematic representation of the Peptide-DNA
construct consisting of three Pep30 fragments (blue) attached to DNA trimer (orange). (B) Binding of dsDNA-Pep30 construct was analyzed in
ELISA. Either biotin-modified 30bp dsDNA or 30bp dsDNA-Pep30 (46 nM each) was probed with HRP-coupled anti-RSV antibody and detected
using TMB substrate. Shown are mean values of triplicates ± SD. (C) Analysis of the cytotoxic effects of DNA-Pep30 trimer in indicated
concentrations on HEp-2 cells at 48 h post-treatment using ATP-based cell viability assay. (D) Antiviral activity of DNA-Pep30 trimer or the
indicated controls measured on HEp-2 cells. Compounds were incubated with rgRSV for 10 min at 37°C before addition to HEp-2 cell
monolayers. Viral infection was quantified at 2 dpi by counting GFP-positive cells using fluorescence EliSpot reader. Shown are mean values of
two independent experiments, each in triplicates normalized to vehicle-treated controls ± SD.
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To date, only few peptide-based inhibitors of RSV have been

studied, and all of them are still in the development or early

preclinical evaluation stage. The majority of the investigated

peptides interfere with viral entry into the host cell by either

binding to cell surface heparan sulfate proteoglycans that act as

binding molecules for RSV attachment (62–64) or targeting the

RSV-F fusion protein. Peptide inhibitors derived from the heptad

repeats of RSV-F sequence were reported, including two

candidates stabilized using the stapling technique of introducing

non-typical amino acids for cross-linking and fixation of the

peptides in an a-helix form (65–67). The double-stapled HR2-

derived peptide SAH-RSVBD developed by Bird and colleagues

displayed micromolar efficacy against RSV in vitro, similar to our

candidate Pep30, but was able to inhibit RSV infection in mice

only when delivered in a polysaccharide-based formulation (65).

A similarly optimized shorter peptide 4Ca (20 residues) described

by Gaillard et al. blocked RSV infection on cells at nanomolar

concentrations and in mice after intranasal application, although

its in vivo potency was limited to 3-fold inhibition (67).

Only one group described the implementation of CDRs or their

parts of a neutralizing monoclonal antibody as inhibitors against

RSV infection (68). In this study, peptides derived from the CDR3

of RS-348 monoclonal antibody, which targets the native form of

the fusion protein, were effective in inhibiting RSV infection in cell

culture and also in mice when administered intranasally prior to
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infection. However, to our knowledge no further development of

peptides targeting RSV-infection was reported.

In our study, we could identify the essential structural

properties of peptides derived from the CDR3 of D25 antibody,

that targets the prefusion RSV-F. This enabled systematic site-

specific modifications of peptide’s amino acid sequence with non-

canonical amino acids analogues to improve the in vivo stability

towards proteases. In vitro functional screening of different

modified peptides enabled the selection of the most potent

candidate Pep30 with an IC50 value of 5.8 µM, which was able

to reduce the infection in the lungs of mice by 200-fold. After

confirming the inhibitory capacity of the monovalent peptide

Pep30, we used it as a binding moiety to construct trimeric DNA-

peptide nanostructures, to test whether a geometrically

complementary trivalent presentation could enhance their

activity. DNA scaffolds were synthesized by assembling three

partially complementary DNA strands into a branched

nanostructure with three dsDNA arms, each approximately 5

nm in length; these were in turn linked to Pep30 to form a three-

armed tweezer-like-molecule. The flexibility of the central joint in

the structure allows simultaneous, cooperative binding between

the three presented peptides binding and the specific

conformation of three subunits of the prefusion F protein.

The trimeric presentation of Pep30 on DNA enhanced its in

vitro antiviral activity by 214-fold, giving an IC50 value of 27 nM.
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 6

Antiviral activity of peptide candidate Pep30 and trimeric peptide-DNA construct in mice. In vivo experiments were performed according to the
scheme shown in (A). Briefly, BALB/c mice (n=5-6) were treated intranasally with 50 nmol (100 µg) of Pep30 (B) or 6.5 nmol of Pep30-DNA
trimer (C) mixed together with 104 FFU of purified RSV. Compound-virus mixtures were applied immediately after mixing into the nose of mice
in 50 µl total volume. The control group received 104 FFU of purified RSV in 50 µl vehicle (DMSO in PBS). On day five post-infection, mice lungs
were collected, homogenized, and subjected to viral RNA load analysis by RT-qPCR. Viral loads are shown for each individual mouse in addition
to the geometric means of each group. Dotted line represents the lower limit of detection = 50 viral RNA copies. Statistical analysis was done
using Mann-Whitney-U-test (∗∗ = p < 0.01).
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We could also show that conjugation of the monomeric peptides

on the DNA nano-scaffold reduces the formation of peptide

aggregates. However, the trimeric Pep30-DNA nanostructures

only reduced viral load by 11-fold in an in vivo setting. Even

though no improvement in the inhibitory capacity of the DNA-

peptide trimer over the monomeric peptide was achieved in our

mouse experiments, it needs to be pointed out that the designed

construct still requires optimization to achieve better stability of

the underlying DNA nanostructure in the respiratory tract. Since

the nasal and pulmonary mucosa are rich in nucleases, integration

of nuclease-stable nucleotides for this purpose is one possible

solution (69–71). This could also be alleviated through the use of

non-canonical nucleotides such as so-called locked nucleic acid

(LNA) or the general class of xeno-nucleic acids (XNAs) (72).

Nevertheless, our study is the first to report the in vivo potential of

multimeric DNA-peptide nanostructures as antivirals.

Besides requiring costly and time-consuming production,

one concern in conventional antibody-based therapies is the risk

of intensifying the severity of the disease course upon several

viral infections (73), including RSV (74), measles (75) and

SARS-CoV-2 (76). The underlying mechanism of this

phenomenon is antibody-dependent enhancement induced by

Fc-mediated effector functions of sub-neutralizing or impaired

antibodies that promote enhanced viral entry into the cells with

increased immunopathology (77, 78). By contrast, synthetic,

nucleotide-based, antibody-like nanostructures offer favorable

safety properties, rapid production, straightforward scaling-up

and generally low immunogenicity from the underlying

synthetically produced nucleotide strands as an antiviral

platform (69, 79, 80). Even though the peptide-DNA

constructs presented in our study were less efficient in

neutralizing infection than the parent antibody D25, likely due

to the solvable limitation arising from their degradation in the

mucosa, the strategy can still offer cost-effective alternative to

monoclonal antibodies with wide-ranging potential for

optimization worthy of exploration. Most importantly, the

modular design and construction strategy, consisting of easily

synthesized molecular building blocks can enable a simple, cost-

effective, rapid-prototyping approach to generate potent,

prophylactic antiviral compounds based on peptides or other

small ligands derived from the numerous screening or in silico

approaches available for determining effective target-binders

Further efforts have to be performed to translate these

innovative molecules into the in vivo situation.
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10% (v/v) native PAGE of DNA trimer self-assembly. Lane 1)
GeneRulerTM Low Range DNA Ladder, lane 2) unmodified DNA

trimer in DMSO, lane 3) unmodified DNA trimer incubated with
Pep30, lane 4) DNA trimer-DBCO-PEG4, lane 5) DNA-Pep30 trimer

in DMSO. Gel was stained with SYBR® Gold Nucleic Acid Gel Stain
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and imaged using the

ChemiDoc MP Imaging System with UV excitation (302 nm) and 590/
110 nm emission. Gel image was cropped and edited (brightness +

40%, contrast + 20%). GeneRulerTM Low Range DNA Ladder served as

control, not as ruler.
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